Introduction {#sec1}
============

The therapeutic potential of targeting RNA by antisense oligonucleotides (AONs) has been investigated intensely and the field has steadily progressed over the past four decades.[@bib1] To date, five AONs have been approved for treatment, and there are currently at least 33 AONs in active clinical development around the world.[@bib2]^,^[@bib3] AONs can be designed as gapmers to allow the endogenous RNase H1 enzyme to bind to the duplex between gapmer and cRNA and cleave the RNA.[@bib4]^,^[@bib5] The mechanism by which RNase H1 cleaves RNA in DNA-RNA duplexes is well understood, and because the cleaved RNA fragments are rapidly degraded by endogenous nucleases, this has proven to be a robust therapeutic approach to reduce the levels of any RNA target of interest in both cytoplasm and nucleus.[@bib6]^,^[@bib7]

Any sequence region on a targeted RNA can in principle be engaged by gapmers, and both intronic and exonic regions can be targeted with comparable activities.[@bib8] However, other region-specific factors, such as the presence of RNA self-structures,[@bib9] RNase H sequence preferences,[@bib10] and translational activity in the coding regions,[@bib11] have been reported to influence the potency of gapmers. For libraries of gapmers tiled across a target RNA of interest, such factors help explain why gapmers targeting some regions can be substantially more potent than gapmers targeting outside these regions.[@bib12] More recently, it has been demonstrated that potency can also be increased by targeting sequence regions that are repeated across an RNA of interest.[@bib13] Specifically, for each of five RNA targets harboring 16- to 20-nt regions repeated between 2 and 35 times, the *in vitro* potency of gapmers targeting the repeats was found to be 2- to 8-fold higher compared to gapmers designed to target outside these regions.[@bib13] To increase the chance that the gapmers targeting such repeated regions are sequence-specific with no or few unintended RNA off-targets, the identified repeated regions were also required to be unique to each RNA target and not found anywhere else in the transcriptome.[@bib13] Interestingly, the sequence analysis performed by Vickers et al.[@bib13] showed that close to 40% of all human pre-mRNAs harbors 16-nt regions repeated at least twice, while still being unique to that pre-mRNA,[@bib13] suggesting that this strategy of targeting unique repeated regions could potentially find widespread use.

The present investigation was undertaken to validate this design strategy, as well as to further clarify how to best apply it AON drug development. First, we carried out sequence analysis to explore the extent to which human pre-mRNAs harbor unique repeated regions that are conserved also in monkeys. In AON drug development, gapmers are usually required to bind with perfect complementarity both to the human RNA target as well as to the ortholog RNA in a non-human primate species such as cynomolgus monkeys. This allows pharmacodynamics and pharmacological effects to be established in non-human primates before testing in humans.[@bib14], [@bib15], [@bib16] We found that such unique and conserved repeated regions are present in one out of every eight pre-mRNAs. Second, in an unbiased fashion we selected eight different pre-mRNA targets harboring unique repeated regions and designed both repeat- and single region-targeting locked nucleic acid (LNA)-modified gapmers to evaluate activity *in vitro*. We found that for six out of the eight RNA targets, gapmers targeting repeated regions had significantly higher potency and maximal knockdown efficacy compared to gapmers targeting single, non-repeated regions. Specifically, we observed a 2- to 6-fold gain in potency, and up to 60% increase in knockdown efficacy. Third, we expanded on a previously reported kinetic model of gapmers[@bib17] to also allow binding of gapmers to more than one distinct site per target. The expanded model correctly reproduced the improved potency and efficacy seen when the number of target sites per target is increased. The expanded model also predicted a saturation effect for very high numbers of repeated regions, as well as a differential sensitivity to changes in RNase H levels between repeated and non-repeated regions. Both of these predictions have also been observed experimentally,[@bib13] supporting that the proposed model captures and explains the cellular mechanism of action of gapmers well.

Overall, our results confirm and clarify that if unique and conserved repeated regions can be identified in an RNA target of interest, which they can in one out of every eight human pre-mRNAs, targeting such regions can, in six out of the eight chosen RNA targets, i.e., three out of every four cases, be expected to be an effective design strategy for identifying potent and efficacious gapmers.

Results {#sec2}
=======

Identification of Unique Repeated Regions Conserved between Human and Cynomolgus Monkeys {#sec2.1}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The sequences of 50,916 human pre-mRNAs and 28,586 cynomolgus monkey pre-mRNAs annotated in the Ensembl database[@bib18] (version GRCh38.p7) were analyzed for unique repeated regions of 16--20 nt in length ([Table S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Small RNA sequences shorter than 200 nt were not included in this analysis. The number of pre-mRNAs with two or more unique repeated regions is shown in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A, stratified into those found in humans and those conserved between humans and cynomolgus monkeys. As seen, around 17,500 human pre-mRNAs harbor repeated regions of 16 nt in length, and around 16,500 are found when requiring regions of at least 20 nt in length. When additionally requiring the repeated regions to be conserved between humans and monkeys, the number is reduced by around 70% at all lengths ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A). This reduction is explained both by the requirement of the repeated region to be conserved, and also due to only 40% of the human sequences having an ortholog identified in monkeys.[@bib18] In [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B the number of pre-mRNAs harboring 20-nt repeated regions is shown as a function of the number of repeats. As seen, higher numbers of repeats become increasingly rare, and more than 100 repeats are only seen in 17 human pre-mRNAs (insert in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B). Regions conserved between humans and monkeys consistently constitute around one third of the pre-mRNAs, irrespective of the number of repeats ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B). Overall, out of all 50,916 human sequences analyzed here, 13%, or approximately 1 out of every 8, harbors conserved repeated regions ([Table S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).Figure 1Sequence Analysis of Repeated Regions in the Human and Monkey Transcriptome(A) The number of pre-mRNAs harboring two or more repeated regions as a function of the length of the target region (between 16 and 20 nt). Green bars show all human pre-mRNAs, and orange bars show pre-mRNAs where repeated regions are conserved between humans and cynomolgus monkeys. (B) For repeated regions that are at least 20 nt in length, the number of pre-mRNAs is shown as a function of the number of repeated regions. In the insert is shown the number of pre-mRNAs for 20--100 repeated regions.

Experimental Validation of Repeat Targeting Strategy {#sec2.2}
----------------------------------------------------

Among the 3,569 pre-mRNAs harboring five- or more unique repeated regions, eight RNA targets were randomly chosen ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}), subject to the following two criteria: (1) since we intended to evaluate knockdown of each of these targets in HeLa cells, only targets that were expected to be expressed in this cell line were chosen;[@bib19] and (2) also, to ensure that we would be working with relatively well-established RNA targets that had already been investigated previously to some extent, only those mentioned in at least 30 scientific papers indexed in PubMed were chosen.[@bib20] We designed 96 LNA-modified gapmers with full phosphorothioate backbones against these eight targets. For four of the targets, *ERC1*, *FNDC3B*, *PIAS1*, and *RB1*, eight gapmers were designed against each, four to the repeated region and four to a non-repeated region. For the remaining four targets, *CSNK1D*, *GSK3B*, *TOM1*, and *UBE3C*, two different repeated regions were identified in each of them, and therefore 16 gapmers were designed against each target, four to each of the two different repeated regions, respectively, and, similarly, four to each of two different non-repeated regions ([Table S2](#mmc3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; [Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The non-repeated regions for each target were selected at random among all possible non-repeated target regions, identified following a computational workflow as described previously,[@bib21] and, just as for the repeated regions, required to be unique and only found in that target. To control for possible length-dependent biases, the gapmers designed against each target and each region covered lengths of 14, 16, 18, and 20 nt, and the number of LNA modifications were adjusted to be between one and four in each flank, so that all 96 gapmers were predicted by a nearest neighbor model[@bib17] to have similar binding affinities to their RNA target region.Table 1Pre-mRNA Targets Harboring Repeated Regions Used for EvaluationSymbolNameRepeats*CSNK1D*casein kinase 1 delta10--11 and 23--27*ERC1*ELKS/RAB6-interacting/CAST family member 119--20*FNDC3B*fibronectin type III domain containing 3B7*GSK3B*glycogen synthase kinase 3 beta5 and 5*PIAS4*protein inhibitor of activated STAT45--6*RB1*RB transcriptional corepressor 124--25*TOM1*target of myb1 membrane trafficking protein7 and 7--9*UBE3C*ubiquitin protein ligase E3C6 and 6[^1]

Knockdown of each of the eight RNA targets by the LNA gapmers was evaluated by qRT-PCR in HeLa cells (n = 3) at eight different concentrations ranging from 0.01 to 32.1 μmol/L. Sigmoidal concentration-response curves (CRCs) were fitted to the resulting data ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A; [Table S3](#mmc4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and potency and efficacy were estimated from this ([Table S2](#mmc3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Potency is here defined as the inverse of the half-maximal effect concentration, EC~50~, and efficacy as the maximally obtainable knockdown. The observed CRCs vary widely both with respect to potency and efficacy ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A). Gapmers that reduced mRNA target levels by less than 15%, even at the highest concentration tested, were judged as inactive and excluded from further analysis (two times the SD observed between PBS controls, indicated as dashed lines in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A), As seen in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A, for most of the targets, repeat matching gapmers (blue lines) are more potent and/or efficacious than single matching gapmers (red lines). This observation is quantified in [Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B--2E.Figure 2Experimental Evaluation of RNA Target Knockdown in HeLa Cells(A) For each gapmer a sigmoidal concentration-response curve was fitted to the measured mRNA levels. Red lines indicate gapmers targeting repeated regions. Blue lines indicate gapmer targeting non-repeated, single regions. Dashed lines and gray box indicate ± 2 SD of mRNA levels of PBS controls. All data points can be found in [Table S3](#mmc4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. (B and C) Barplots for average and SD of EC~50~ (B) and maximal knockdown efficacy (C) as estimated from the fitted CRCs. For each target, the most potent and efficacious gapmers targeting repeated (red bars) and non-repeated regions (blue bar) were chosen, and the significance of the differences between them was evaluated using a *Z* test for EC~50~ estimates and a t test for efficacy estimates. \*p \< 0.05, \*\*p \< 0.01, \*\*\*p \< 0.001. (D and E) Boxplots for all EC~50~ (D) and efficacy estimates (E) across all eight targets, stratified by whether gapmers targeted repeated (red boxes) or non-repeated, single (blue boxes) regions. The significance of the difference between distributions is calculated by a one-sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.

[Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B shows the most potent single and repeat matching gapmers across all eight targets. For five out of the eight targets, *CSNK1D*, *FNDC3B*, *GSK3B*, *PIAS4*, and *RB1*, a repeat matching gapmer was found to be significantly more potent than the most potent single matching gapmer designed against that target. For those same five targets as well as for *ERC1*, the maximal knockdown efficacy increased significantly as well ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C). For *TOM1*, two of the single matching gapmers were clearly the most potent and efficacious gapmers identified ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A--2C), and for *UBE3C* there was no clear difference between single and repeat matching gapmers ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A--2C). In summary, significant improvements in potency and/or efficacy were seen for six out of eight targets, with as high as a 6-fold improved potency for *CSNK1D* ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B) and a 60% increase in efficacy observed for *PIAS4* ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C). Overall, across all eight targets, the strategy of targeting repeated regions generally resulted in gapmers that were significantly more potent ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}D) and efficacious ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}E), compared to single matching gapmers. On average, around 2-fold improved potency and a 30% increase in efficacy can be expected ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}D and 2E, respectively).

Stochastic Modeling of Gapmers Binding to Repeated Regions Explains Their Mechanism of Action {#sec2.3}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The system of reactions for gapmer binding to RNA in non-repeated or repeated regions, and subsequent cleavage by RNase H, is shown as a schematic in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A. Here, gapmer, denoted by O, can bind to the target RNA, T, at either of *n* different target sites in a reversible manner, to form the duplex, OT ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). This duplex between gapmer and RNA is the substrate for the RNase H enzyme, E, which, when bound to the duplex forms the complex OTE. Once the RNA is cleaved by the enzyme, changing from T to C in the OCE complex, enzyme and gapmers dissociate from it, and the cleaved, exposed, and unprotected ends of the RNA will be rapidly (instantly in the model) degraded by exonucleases. The RNA target is produced at a constant rate and, besides the gapmer-mediated degradation, also naturally degraded following first-order kinetics ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A).Figure 3Schematic of the Modeled Reactions(A) Initially, the oligonucleotide gapmer (O) binds to the RNA target (T) and forms the OT complex, which recruits the enzyme (E). Within the OTE complex, the target is cleaved (C) to form OCE. The enzyme and then the gapmer dissociate from the cleaved target to enter a new round of catalysis. The target has a constant production rate denoted by ν~prod~, and a basal gapmer- and RNase H-independent degradation rate, k~T→∅~. Here, ∅ denotes completely degraded target. The dissociation rate of enzyme from OT and OC is assumed to be the same. (B) For gapmers binding repeated regions on the RNA target, each of the *n* target sites on a given RNA can be engaged independently of each other and elicit cleavage and degradation.

The time evolution of the system of reactions described above was simulated stochastically using the Gillespie[@bib22] algorithm. An example of running such a simulation over time is shown in [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A for target RNA with just a single target region (orange lines) as well as for target RNA harboring a region repeated 10 times (red lines). The system initially consists only of free RNA, gapmer, and RNase H, but as time progresses, they start to associate, dissociate, and react with each other, until equilibrium is reached at around 120 min ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A). All reaction rates and other model parameters are the same as used previously,[@bib17] and they are included as [Table S4](#mmc5){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for completeness. The only extra parameter introduced in the expanded model is the number of repeated target sites per RNA target. However, this expansion introduces a dependency between repeated regions on the same target, which can only be solved by stochastic simulation, and not by numerical integration of ordinary differential equations as done previously.[@bib17]Figure 4Model Simulations and Predictions(A) Time-resolved simulation of the relative concentrations of free, bound and total RNA for 1 or 10 repeated target sites on the RNA. (B) Simulated concentration-response curves (CRCs) for 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, and 20 target sites per RNA target. (C and D) From the CRCs, (C) half-maximal concentration, EC~50~, and (D) maximal knockdown efficacy are estimated. The greatest change in potency and efficacy occurs when increasing the number of repeated target sites from one to two. (E) Simulated CRCs for 10,000 and 300 RNase H enzymes (dotted versus solid lines, respectively) and for 1 and 10 repeated target sites (yellow versus red lines, respectively). (F) Ratio of estimated EC~50~s for 10,000 (high) and 300 (low) RNase H enzymes as a function of the number of repeated regions in the target RNA.

To explore the behavior of the model, first, the system of reactions was simulated for non-repeated RNA targets as well as for RNA targets with an increasing number of repeated regions. When varying the number of gapmers, total RNA at steady state relative to initial RNA levels reproduces sigmoidal concentration-response behavior as expected ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B). With an increasing number of repeated regions, both potency ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B and 4C) and maximal knockdown efficacy ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B and 4D) is improved. The incremental improvement is largest for low numbers of repeats, however, suggesting a saturation effect at high numbers of repeated regions where additional regions have negligible added benefit ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C and 4D).

Second, the effect of changing the number of RNase H enzymes was explored ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}E). For both RNA harboring only non-repeated target regions (orange lines), as well as for RNA harboring target regions repeated 10 times (red lines), higher RNase H enzyme levels improved potency and efficacy (compare dashed and solid lines in [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}E). As also shown in [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}E, the increased levels of RNase H have a greater effect on potency when gapmers target non-repeated regions (orange lines, dashed versus solid) than when gapmers target repeated regions (red lines, dashed versus solid). When calculating fold changes in potency between gapmers targeting single and repeated regions, respectively, this differential effect on potency saturates as the RNase H levels become very high ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}F). A contributing factor to explaining the relatively large differences in maximal knockdown efficacy of 20%--60% between repeated and non-repeated regions observed in particular for *CSKN1D*, *ERC1*, *FNDC3B*, and *PIAS4* ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C) could therefore be a relatively low level of RNase H enzyme in these cells.

We and others have suggested that an optimal binding affinity for gapmers exists that allows maximal potency to be achieved.[@bib17]^,^[@bib23] This stems from the observation that the same gapmer is expected to be involved in multiple rounds of binding, cleavage, and release from target RNA in cells. The stochastic model also predicts the existence of such an optimal binding affinity, and it suggests that as the number of repeats increases, the optimal binding affinity becomes lower ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). That is, slightly weaker binding gapmers are needed to achieve optimal potency against repeated regions compared to non-repeated regions. The reason for this is that as the effective number of target regions is increased, the propensity to dissociate from one target RNA, in order to be able to associate with another target RNA, becomes increasingly important.

Discussion {#sec3}
==========

In this study, we validated the previously proposed strategy of targeting unique repeated regions in RNA for discovering potent and efficacious gapmers. In an unbiased manner, only for the purpose of evaluating the strategy, we selected eight RNA targets harboring unique repeated regions. Using standard design criteria, we targeted gapmers to the repeated regions as well as outside those regions and evaluated potency and maximal target knockdown efficacy in HeLa cells by qRT-PCR. We found significantly increased potency and/or efficacy for gapmers targeted to unique repeated regions for six of the eight RNA targets, suggesting that this can be expected to be a successful strategy three out of four times. Moreover, we also showed that about one third of the unique repeated regions are conserved between humans and cynomolgus monkeys. Most gapmer drug discovery programs require such conservation to allow pharmacodynamic effects to be evaluated in non-human primates. That unique repeated regions are relatively often conserved makes the strategy of targeting them much more useful in practice. Finally, the increases in potency and efficacy are well explained by our kinetic model, and they follow straightforwardly from the increased effective concentration of target sites. Our model also predicts more complex behaviors, such as the saturation effect at a high number of repeated regions, the differential effects on potency and efficacy as a function of the intracellular levels of RNase H, and decreased optimal binding affinity as the number of repeated regions increases. That the target engagement mechanism by which gapmers affect RNA is well captured by kinetic modeling, as shown here, could support future drug discovery projects by enabling more precise pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic modeling in non-human primates for dose projections to humans.

Among the eight RNA targets evaluated experimentally here, the number of repeated regions is not simply related to the effect size on potency and maximal knockdown efficacy. This has also been observed previously.[@bib13] Some repeated regions might be inaccessible due to RNA structures or protein binding. The number of repeated regions that are actually available for engagement by gapmers could therefore be smaller than the number of regions present in the sequence. This may partly explain the lack of correlation between number of repeats and magnitude of the gain in potency and efficacy. Many other factors, such as productive cellular uptake,[@bib24] subcellular distribution,[@bib25] and sequence preferences of the RNase H enzyme,[@bib10] have also been reported to affect potency and efficacy in a sequence-specific manner, and, similarly, may therefore contribute to the lack of correlation. Incidentally, such considerations can also explain why repeated regions in *TOM1* and *UBE3C* are less potent or effective than non-repeated regions. Either the non-repeated regions chosen for those two targets are simply highly suited for targeting due to sequence-specific factors such as those mentioned above, or oppositely the repeated regions are very unsuited. Another reason for the lack of correlation, as suggested by the modeling results, could be that the biggest impact on potency and efficacy is seen when going from single regions to regions repeated just a few times. The relative improvement in potency and efficacy gets smaller and smaller as the number of repeats increase. For the eight targets evaluated here, harboring regions repeated at least five times, which could mean that most of the benefit of repeated regions has already been realized.

To allow for a fair comparison of the effectiveness of each strategy, the gapmers for this study were designed in equal numbers and using the same criteria irrespective of whether they targeted repeated or non-repeated regions. Specifically, they are all targeting unique 20-nt regions found only in the intended target, covering lengths from 14 to 20 nt to allow for individual differences in accessibility and RNase H sequence preferences between target regions, and with LNA load in the flanks adjusted to reach a predicted change in free energy of binding close to −22 kcal/mol irrespective of length. A binding affinity in this range has previously been identified as optimal for LNA gapmers targeting non-repeated regions.[@bib17] It could be that since the optimal binding affinity for gapmers targeting repeated regions is predicted to be a bit weaker than for gapmers targeting non-repeated regions, as discussed above, even larger differences in effectiveness between repeated and non-repeated regions might have been achieved if the predicted binding affinity had been fixed at lower common value.

The biological functions of the eight RNA targets selected for this study are all being actively investigated, and the potent and efficacious gapmers identified here might provide good starting points for future functional studies exploring therapeutic potential. For example, knockdown of *RB1* has been shown to enhance adult nerve regeneration,[@bib26] both *UBE3C* and *GSK3B* have been associated with development and progression of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC),[@bib27]^,^[@bib28] and *ERC1* has been shown to be required for efficient replication of dengue virus.[@bib29]

In our laboratories, for those discovery projects where we pursue RNA target cleavage by RNase H, we typically commit to synthesize and screen hundreds to thousands of gapmers. Because of the results reported here as well as those previously reported,[@bib13] our standard practice is to analyze the pre-mRNA target sequence for repeated regions as well as multiple other features that could potentially impact activity or tolerance.[@bib21] When unique and conserved repeated regions are identified, we make sure to design gapmers targeting these regions in addition to the comprehensive targeting of non-repeated regions.

At the heart of the steady progression of AONs toward the clinic lies the commitment in the research field to design and carry out well-controlled and adequately powered experiments,[@bib30] as well as the willingness to commit the resources needed for careful independent validation of key observations. Such activities are key to establishing solid and reliable stepping stones for future developments in the field. With this study, where we successfully validated and clarified the development potential of the strategy of targeting unique repeated regions with gapmers, we hope to have provided one more stepping stone, and progressed the field yet another small step closer toward realizing its full therapeutic potential.

Materials and Methods {#sec4}
=====================

Identification of Transcripts with Uniquely Repeated Regions and Design of Gapmers {#sec4.1}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The pre-mRNA sequences transcribed from 58,336 human genes were retrieved from the Ensembl database release 96.[@bib18] Among these, a set of 3,569 sequences were identified by sequence analysis containing five or more repeated regions of at least 20 nt in length that were not present in any other sequence. Eight RNA targets were selected from this set of 3,569 pre-mRNAs with uniquely repeated regions by the following procedure: first, a pre-mRNA was chosen randomly from among the 3,569; second, the expression of this pre-mRNA in HeLa cells was evaluated by visual inspection of read coverage using CLC Genomics Workbench (QIAGEN) based on publicly available RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) data from HeLa cells;[@bib19] and third, if coverage was judged sufficient to be measurable also by qRT-PCR, the pre-mRNA gene symbol was queried using the PubMed search engine, which accesses the MEDLINE bibliographic database covering medical literature.[@bib20] If more than 30 citations were returned, the pre-mRNA was selected, otherwise it was discarded. This procedure was repeated until eight RNA targets had been selected in this manner. For each of the eight selected RNA targets, gapmers of length 14, 16, 18, and 20 nt were designed to target the repeated region ([Table S4](#mmc5){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The number of LNAs in the flanks of each gapmer was adjusted to reach a predicted change in free energy of binding of around −22 ± 2 kcal/mol (mean ± SD). This is in the range where the optimal binding affinity with respect to LNA-gapmer potency has previously been identified to be for a number of RNA targets.[@bib17] Similarly, control gapmers of length 14, 16, 18, and 20 nt were designed for each of the eight chosen RNA targets to bind to regions not repeated. For each target, these non-repeated regions were randomly selected among all possible non-repeated regions, identified as previously described.[@bib21] Specifically, to be electable, the 20-nt non-repeated regions were required to be unique for that target, that is, the same region must not be present in any other RNA. As for the gapmers targeting repeated regions, the gapmers targeting non-repeated regions were designed to reach predicted changes in free energy of binding of around −22 ± 2 kcal/mol.

Oligonucleotide Synthesis and Purification {#sec4.2}
------------------------------------------

LNA-modified AONs were synthesized with complete phosphorothioate backbones using standard phosphoramidite protocols on an Expedite 8900 synthesizer with a Multiple Oligonucleotide Synthesis System unit (ABI, Foster City, CA, USA). The oligonucleotides were purified by reverse-phase high-performance liquid chromatography. The oligonucleotides were dissolved in PBS and the oligonucleotide concentration in solution determined using Beer-Lambert's law by calculating the extinction coefficient and measuring UV absorbance. Oligonucleotide identity and purity were determined by reversed-phase ultra-performance liquid chromatography coupled to mass spectrometry (UPLC-MS).

RNA Analysis by qRT-PCR in HeLa Cells {#sec4.3}
-------------------------------------

The HeLa cell line was purchased from the European Collection of Authenticated Cell Cultures (through Sigma-Aldrich, Denmark) and maintained as recommended by the supplier in a humidified incubator at 37°C with 5% CO~2~. Cells were seeded with a density of 2,500 HeLa cells/well in a 96 multi-well plate with culture media and incubated for 24 h before addition of oligonucleotides dissolved in PBS at final concentrations of 0.01, 0.031, 0.1, 0.31, 1, 3.21, 10, and 32.1 μmol/L, respectively. Cells were harvested 3 days later and RNA was extracted using the PureLink Pro 96 total RNA purification kit according to the manufacturer's instructions (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Transcripts levels were quantified using qScript XLT 1-Step RT-qPCR ToughMix (Quantabio) according to the manufacturer's instructions. The following TaqMan assays were used: CSNK1D (Hs00371197_m1), ERC1 (Hs01553904_m1), FND3C (Hs00981550_m1), GSK3B (Hs01047718_m1), PIAS4 (Hs01071948_m1), RB1 (Hs01078066_m1), TOM1 (Hs00193953_m1), UBE3C (Hs00904539_m1), and glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH; 4326317E). The ViiA 7 real-time PCR system was used for amplification and detection. Transcript levels were normalized to GAPDH and presented as percentage change relative to average levels in mock-treated controls. All qRT-PCR data are available in [Table S3](#mmc4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Stochastic Simulation of the Kinetic Model {#sec4.4}
------------------------------------------

The Gillespie stochastic simulation algorithm (SSA) is a stochastic model that deals with simulations of population changes in discrete time for finite populations. For modeling the reactions between AON, RNA target, and RNase H enzyme, we are using an R implementation of the Gillespie SSA[@bib31]. Model parameters are listed in [Table S4](#mmc5){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.
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[^1]: The number of repeats is shown as a range, e.g., 23--27, if gapmers of different lengths target slightly different number of repeats. Often, shorter gapmers can target more repeats. When two different repeated regions are targeted, the number of each is separated by "and," e.g., 5 and 5.
